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Cell and gene therapies are
reshaping all aspects of the
bioprocess industry to such
an extent they are the only
product-focused category in
the 2020 Readers’ Choice
Awards. The authors of the
winning articles address
key manufacturing and
quality areas for these
advanced therapies and
how to address common
process challenges.
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VIRAL VECTORS:
FINDING THE GOOD
IN EVERYONE
A GLOBAL AND INTEGRATED OFFER FROM VECTOR DEVELOPMENT TO PRODUCT RELEASE

NEW COMMERCIAL FACILITIES TO COMPLEMENT CLINICAL CAPACITIES
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Automatic filling
Multiple thousands vials per session
Central QC lab for DS + DP
F&F stand-alone services
for various biologics
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Mid- & large-scale productions
Up to 2,000L
Adherent/Suspension modes
AAV, ADV, Lentivirus, other virus
& viral vectors

A Welcome Letter
from Our Sponsor
Cell and Gene Therapies:
Together to Meet Rewarding Challenges
Cédric Volanti

T

he past five years have seen an increased number of clinical
studies in both cell and gene therapies. At the end of 2019,
more than 1,000 regenerative medicine clinical trials were
ongoing, and over 980 companies had developed advanced
therapies for applications such as oncology, genetic disorders, and
hematology (https://alliancerm.org/publication/2019-annual-report).
Research provides an unprecedented understanding of the
development of diseases and offers a response to treat them more
effectively than ever before. The increasing pipeline of cell and gene
therapies — and biopharmaceuticals in general — carries high hopes
to improve, transform, and save the lives of patients with severe
diseases all over the world.
Biopharmaceutical and pharmaceutical companies are committed
to answering efficiently the growing market demand for targeted
therapies to make those hopes a reality. However, as clinical
pipelines mature, new challenges are emerging in the supply chains
of such therapies to bring them to market. These challenges are
complex and require cell and gene therapy producers to rethink
scale-up and manufacturing as well as logistics. Personalized
medicines are fully dependent on supply chains, planning, and
logistics to deliver products to patients on time.
The key questions that companies involved in cell and gene
therapies should ask are as follows:
• Does my company have the internal capacity to develop and
manufacture our bioproducts to reach their full potential for the
latest clinical studies and commercial launch?
• Is our staff fully trained?
• Do we have the appropriate technologies to do that safely?
• What will be the cost of an in-house production solution
compared with an outsourcing solution?
Forging collaborations to secure the manufacturing of
biopharmaceutical products with experienced and reliable partners
is an interesting solution for tackling different challenges. It enables
biopharmaceutical companies to benefit from the expertise, highly
qualified personnel, specialized capacities, state-of-the-art
technologies, and rigorous quality control and assurance processes
and methodologies of their manufacturing partners.
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Other challenges to consider early in the manufacturing process
are related to fill and finish operations, which are critical to ensure
the safety and efficiency of drugs. These final process steps involve
filling biologics into containers under aseptic conditions. Those
operations occur at the end of a process, where product value and
safety considerations are at their highest, after upstream
bioprocessing (cell culture) and downstream processing
(purification). At that point, cell and gene therapies companies
have some questions to address:
• How will my company manage the fill and finish of our drug
substance?
• Do we have the appropriate expertise and state-of-the-art
technologies to address that challenge?
• Should we look for an expert partner to lower the risk related to
our high-value product?
• Can my contract development and manufacturing organization
(CDMO) partner also ensure the aseptic filling of my drug substance
with a seamless transfer?
• Shall we select a CDMO capable of offering a complete and
integrated solution ranging from early stage process development to
fill and finish for commercial phases?
For cell and gene therapies, fill-and-finish operations require
careful planning, well-trained staff, specialized expertise, and
capabilities to take care of the fruits of your hard work, effort, and
investment. Relying on an experienced and reliable partner with an
innovation-driven approach is an option to secure your supply and
reduce risks.
At Novasep, we have invested in new commercial viral vectors
production facilities to complement our existing laboratory-scale
suites at the Gosselies and Seneffe sites in Belgium. Senrise-IV is our
commercial facility to manufacture viral vectors. Senefill is our
dedicated unit offering commercial fill-and-finish operations for
viral vectors, plasmids, monoclonal antibodies, and other lowvolume biologics.
Together, those production plants constitute a concrete response
to the strong market demand driven by both a growing interest in
those therapeutic approaches and a maturing clinical pipeline. It
also enables Novasep to offer a complete and integrated solution
ranging from early stage process development through fill and
finish for commercial phases.
The promise of patient-specific therapies, particularly cell and
gene therapies, is now a reality: Let’s be proud to contribute to the
rewarding challenge of improving patients’ lives.
Enjoy your reading!
Cédric Volanti
Novasep President, Biopharma Solutions
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W

e might not associate the jazz queen Ella Fitzgerald with 21st-century
gene-based therapies, but the First Lady of Song was on to something
back in 1939 when she sang “’T’Ain’t What You Do (It’s the Way That
You Do It).” Although demonstrating the safety and efficacy of genebased therapies in rigorous clinical trials is essential for gaining product approval from
regulators, doing the bare minimum is insufficient. The way that such products are
produced also matters. Manufacturing processes and protocols that assure safety,
purity, and consistency of gene-based therapies are critical to the approval process,
whereas a cost-effective manufacturing process is essential for commercial success.
US Food and Drug Administration (FDA) approvals of Luxturna (voretigene
neparvovec-rzyl) for treatment of RPE65 mutation-associated retinal dystrophy and
Zolgensma (onasemnogene abeparvovec-xioi) for SMN1-related spinal muscular atrophy
have validated adenoassociated virus (AAV)-based gene therapies as transformative
approaches to treating diseases that have significant unmet needs. A growing pipeline
of late-stage gene-therapy clinical trials for diverse indications — including
choroideremia, hemophilia B, mucopolysaccharidosis type IIIA, X-linked retinitis
pigmentosa (XLRP) and achromatopsia — is expected to yield additional product
approvals over the next several years.

Manufacturing Challenges

Despite validation of AAV-vectored gene therapy as an effective treatment modality
across multiple disease indications, manufacturing continues to pose a challenge to
expanding the portfolio of approved AAV-based products. That is due to the complexity
of producing recombinant AAV vectors, which requires simultaneously introducing DNA
sequences encoding the AAV replication (rep) and capsid (cap) genes, a therapeutic
gene, and helper-function genes that are essential for AAV replication into a single cell.
Cells that receive the rep, cap, and helper-function genes but lack the therapeutic gene
could yield empty vectors that lack therapeutic potential (Figure 1A).
Several AAV manufacturing processes use adherent cells, which must be grown in
contact with a bottle or tissue-culture plate surface. An inherent limitation to such
processes is that they can be scaled out (through increasing surface area) but not scaled
up (by increasing volume). That means production can be augmented only by increasing
the number of culture vessels such as stacked trays or roller bottles, which significantly
increases physical space requirements and drives up manufacturing costs (Figure 2A).
Furthermore, managing and processing many vessels requires additional personnel and
increases risks for contamination and processing errors.

Adenoassociated virus (AAV) often
serves as a vector for gene therapies.
WWW.ISTOCKPHOTO.COM

An Urgent Need

Even with such limitations, many laboratory and industry AAV manufacturing
processes continue to rely on transient transfection of adherent cells. Although
adherent processes might support preclinical and early clinical development, they
7
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Figure 1: Comparing (A) triple transfection and (B) herpes-assisted vector expansion (HAVE) production of recombinant adenoassociated virus
(AAV) vectors; during triple transfection, a transgene of interest, genes encoding AAV replication (rep) and capsid (cap) proteins, and genes
encoding adenovirus helper functions (E2A, E4, and VARNA) are isolated on separate plasmids and transfected into an adenovirus
E1-expressing cell line. Not all cells receive all three plasmids, resulting in a mixed population of empty, partial, and full AAV vectors. In a HAVE
method, recombinant herpes simplex virus (HSV) vectors carrying rep and cap sequences and a gene of interest (GoI) are introduced into baby
hamster kidney (BHK) cells grown in suspension. That results in populations with much higher proportions of full AAV vectors.
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typically are not robust enough for late-stage clinical or commercial manufacturing
needs. That is because they tend to produce a low ratio of active vector per volume of
tissue culture. High volumetric productivity is essential for developing a cost-effective
AAV manufacturing process that can meet late-stage and commercial needs. Such
processes also could allow for reduced reagent volumes, which in turn could lower
reagent costs and facility size. Scalability is important to addressing rare diseases and
low-dose indications from a cost perspective while attending to more common
indications from a feasibility perspective.
Limitations with adherent-cell manufacturing processes demand alternative
approaches. Baculovirus- and adenovirus-based methods that rely on cells grown in
suspension enable scalable manufacturing processes that use bioreactors commonly
operated for production of recombinant-protein and antibody therapies under good
manufacturing practice (GMP) conditions. Yet those approaches have their own
limitations. Production of mammalian viral vectors in insect cells using the
baculovirus expression vector system (BEVS) can create challenges such as AAV vectors
with reduced infectivity (1). Producer cell lines that are transfected stably can produce
AAV through adenovirus infection, supporting efficient and large-scale AAV
manufacturing. However, each new gene therapeutic requires a unique producer cell
line, reducing efficiency of the approach overall (2).

Vector-Expansion Solutions

Herpes-assisted vector expansion (HAVE) provides a robust, scalable, and highly
productive method for manufacturing AAV vectors. Herpes simplex virus (HSV) vector
production of AAVs overcomes the limitations of baculovirus-based systems by using
mammalian cells, and HSV vectors eliminate the need to develop multiple producer cell
lines otherwise required with adenovirus-based systems.
In a HAVE approach, baby hamster kidney (BHK) cells in suspension culture are
coinfected with two recombinant HSV vectors: one carrying the AAV rep and cap genes
and the other carrying the therapeutic gene of interest flanked by AAV inverted
terminal repeat (ITR) sequences. This approach can tailor selection of the cap gene
8
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sequence for optimum cell targeting and transduction. HAVE systems work with
multiple AAV serotypes in a plug-and-play fashion, including a proprietary variant of
the AAV2 capsid in which three tyrosine residues have been changed to phenylalanine
to enhance retinal-cell transduction. A HAVE approach can result in a 50-fold increase
in productivity compared with transient transfection of the same recombinant
sequences (Figure 1B). With aggressive scaling, HAVE also is expected to decrease cost
of goods (CoG) 90-fold. Such a decrease would result from several aspects of the HAVE
process, including
• the ability to scale up production with bioreactors rather than by scaling out with
additional adherent vessels (Figure 2B)
• increased upstream productivity and improved downstream recovery, yielding a
low percentage of empty vectors.
The ability of a single HAVE-produced lot to meet demand for an early stage clinical
trial further confirms the merit of this manufacturing approach.
HAVE processes offer several clinical and regulatory advantages over other AAVproduction methods. First, they have demonstrated chemistry, manufacturing, and
controls (CMC) success in early clinical development. System adaptations have provided
material for six successful investigational new drug (IND) applications without any
clinical holds. HAVE helper-construct vectors show strong stability. Researchers have
been able to develop and transfer product-specific assays to contract research
organization (CRO) partners. Entire HAVE processes have been transferred successfully
to industry partners and contract manufacturing organizations (CMOs).
Second, BHK cells and Vero-based cells used to produce recombinant HSV vectors
have been validated through their uses in manufacturing therapeutic proteins and
vaccines. The FDA and other national regulatory agencies also have reviewed HAVE
processes.

Herpes simplex virus (HSV)
WWW.ISTOCKPHOTO.COM

Not Only How, But When

Although the Queen of Jazz was right to emphasize “the way that you do it,” the “when”
of AAV manufacturing also is critical to clinical, regulatory, and commercial success.
Many promising gene-therapy programs originate in academic laboratories that use
small-scale, low-productivity AAV-vector manufacturing methods. Such methods might
be appropriate for academic infrastructure and financial resources and generate
material for preclinical animal studies, but they often lead to challenges down the road.
Biopharmaceutical companies that
in-license such programs typically are
Figure 2: Comparison of scale-out and scale-up; (A) Scale-out with stacked-tray
pressured to move quickly into early phase
technology and roller-bottle–based manufacturing methods requires a considerable
human clinical trials. So they are reluctant
number of vessels, increasing both manipulation and footprint requirements; (B) scale-up
to invest in high-productivity
with bioreactor-based manufacturing methods can be achieved by increasing reactor size,
manufacturing processes and facilities
which will reduce footprint, manipulation, and labor requirements significantly.
before generating positive phase-2 clinical
data suggestive of longer-term clinical
success and commercial viability. That
reluctance appears to make sense from a
resource-use perspective, but in the long
(A) Scale-out
term it could create a significant gap
stacked trays
between manufacturing capabilities and
clinical and regulatory demands. Changing
a manufacturing process later in clinical
development, even when a change is
beneficial for increasing productivity, can
(B) Scale-up
lead to significant delays in initiating or
bioreactors
completing pivotal trials unless the change
is implemented well in advance of material
needs. Developing robust characterization
assays is essential for navigating a
50 L
500 L
2,000 L
manufacturing process change successfully
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because their results must demonstrate that the end products are comparable even if
the processes used to produce them are different.
Applied Genetic Technologies Corporation (AGTC) invested in its HAVE platform early
in the development of its clinical pipeline, addressing manufacturing productivity and
quality as a foundational starting requirement rather than a future need. This strategy
has eliminated vector production and testing as barriers to entering clinical
development across the company’s development pipeline. It also has enabled
development of manufacturing capabilities that go beyond the needs of inherited
retinal diseases to support a broad set of indications with diverse vector requirements.
As the biopharmaceutical industry works to make AAV-based gene therapies a readily
available approach to addressing unmet clinical need in a growing array of indications,
manufacturing becomes increasingly critical. Scalable, high-productivity approaches
like the HAVE method implemented early in development are “the way to do it” if you
want long-term success.
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Capacity Analysis for Viral
Vector Manufacturing
Is There Enough?

Joseph Rininger, Ashley Fennell, Lauren Schoukroun-Barnes,
Christopher Peterson, and Joshua Speidel

I

n BPI’s November–December 2019 issue, authors from Latham
Biopharm Group present their model to forecast the quantity of
viral vectors that could be required to support ongoing and future
clinical trials of advanced therapy medicinal products (ATMPs). The
goal is to “generate a comprehensive and data-based model to project
viral vector manufacturing needs and corresponding capacity at
contract development and manufacturing organizations (CDMOs).”
The authors focus on adenoassociated virus (AAV) and lentivirus/
retroviral vectors. They take into consideration the ranges of vector
product yield, potential batch sizes, vector requirements for disease/
product type, target organs, number of trials, and patient enrollment.
The authors also determine “vector yields across different
manufacturing platforms . . . from a combination of primary
interview research and reported literature values.”
Historical and forecasted results are presented for both cell and
gene therapies. Graphs illustrate the increase in the number of
clinical trials and the number of enrolled trial subjects from 2010 to
2026 (forecasted). Other data show the number of cells that would
be required for AAV and lentiviral vectors based on therapeutic
indication. Finally, the authors present results from the model
comparing clinical viral vector manufacturing capacity for both cell
and gene therapies with capacity supply demand (numbers of
batches in 2018 to those forecasted for 2022).
At the time the article was written, the authors’ analysis
demonstrated that “the projected demand for manufacturing AAV
and lentiviral vectors will surpasss available CDMO manufacturing
capacity in 2020, even with the surge in planned CDMO expansions
to come on-line from 2018 to 2020.” Clinical manufacturing demand
also is expected to grow at a rate that would exceed that of
manufacturing capacity expansion.
Finally, the authors highlight additional factors that could be
incorporated into the model and recommend that biomanufacturers
develop “defined strategic plans” to manufacture future ATMPs.
They suggest that sponsors consider “newer CDMO partnering
strategies beyond a traditional ‘project’ or ‘single-campaign’
strategy” to enable flexible or on-demand manufacturing
capabilities. c
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Quality By Design for
Advanced Therapies
An Informed Route to Enhanced
Late-Stage Clinical Success and
Empowered Process Flexibility

Kim Bure, Yonatan Lipsitz, Mark Lowdell, Ivan Wall,
and Peter Zandstra

I

n BPI’s May 2020 issue, authors from AveriCELL, Sana
Biotechnology, INmune Bio, Aston University in Birmingham
(United Kingdom), and the University of British Columbia’s
Michael Smith Laboratories address the need for adapting quality by
design (QbD) principles to the processing of advanced therapies. By
building quality into processes, QbD provides a framework that
enables biomanufacturers detect quality issues early. Those processes
then can be optimized, and late-stage delays can be minimized.
The authors review the challenges of adopting QbD in advancedtherapy processing and the adjustments that might need to be
implemented. They point out that because many cell and gene
therapies are personalized, “a systematic, data-driven approach of
connected critical process parameters (CPPs) and critical quality
attributes (CQAs) can be hindered by donor variability, sample-volume
availability, and sample quantities.” Some studies conclude that direct
correlation between CPPs and patient outcomes can be problematic,
and the traditional approach to finding a “golden batch” standard
might not apply to advanced therapies. Instead, the authors suggest
“aggregating parameters and outcomes from multiple patients” could
provide a better understanding of a process design space.
The authors also point out that a “definitive mechanism of action
(MoA) might not always be apparent” with cell and gene therapies.
However, “that lack of MoA clarity should neither confine the
development process nor restrict clinical progress of effective
therapies.” Although process analytical technology devices have
been implemented widely in traditional biopharmaceutical processes,
cell and gene therapies regularly require “higher-level” devices,
analytics, and separation technologies. Risk assessment of at-line or
off-line measurements should be made if processes are not closed.
When “statistically driven design of experiments (DoE) is not
possible,” the authors suggest the use of predictive mathematical
modeling. Finally, the authors highlight the benefits of QbD and
outline steps toward applying QbD to advanced-therapy
manufacturing. c
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Highest resolution for DNA & RNA analysis - TSKgel DNA-STAT
Best molecular weight profiling of oligonucleotides combining UHPLC columns
and MALS – TSKgel UP-SW2000 and LenS 3 Multi-Angle Light Scattering detector
Talk to one of our chromatography experts bit.ly/OligoSolutions.

Editor’s Perspective
Striving for Improved Process
and Analytical Strategies
Maribel Rios

T

his year marks 10 years that I have been working with the
BPI editorial team. It has been a joy to learn from many of
our readers, authors, and conference presenters. A decade
ago, the bioprocess industry was deeply involved in handling
the growing titers for monoclonal antibodies, debating the best
methods for filter integrity tests, and questioning whether quality by
design and “flexible manufacturing” could have widespread
applications. The human genome had been mapped only a few years
before, and the outlook of “personalized” medicine was encouraging.
Although I have enjoyed learning about different industry topics,
regenerative medicine is one of my favorites. I remember when I first
learned about the potential of mesenchymal stem cells (MSCs) from
Jon Rowley (Rooster Bio) a few years ago. I continue to watch
advancements in that area and agree with one speaker at the 2020
Bioprocess International Conference when he said, “This is the time to
shine for MSCs.”
Over the past year, I also was fortunate to work on articles with
some of you. I learned about the challenges of developing autologous
cell therapies from George Goldberger (Cell One Partners), lentiviral
vector processing from Kim Warren (Avrobio), and testing methods for
CAR T-cell products from Andrea Moore (Tmunity Therapeutics). Most
recently, I had an excellent discussion about the purification challenges
of adenoassociated viral vectors with Pete Gagnon (BIA Separations)
and his colleagues. I believe these experts all would agree that the
next few years will be an exciting time for developing advanced
therapies for cancer treatment (especially solid tumors), fighting
genetic diseases, and finding new therapeutic applications.
It is unsurprising that cell and gene therapies also are a focus of the
Readers’ Choice Award winners in both the downstream and analytical
categories. Developing specialized purification processes and
analytical methods are two major challenges for advanced therapies.
Researchers continue to work on characterizing cell therapies and
working toward efficient and scalable production methods. The hope
is that cell therapy processing can take place in closed, automated
platforms. At the same time, gene therapy developers are working on
improving titers for AAV, increasing full-capsid ratios, and perfecting
gene editing using CRISPR and other methods ex vivo.
Congratulations to all the winners and thank you to all readers
who participated in this program. I hope to see you next year — in
person, on-screen, or in print. c
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Fourth-Place Winner
BPI’s January–February 2020 featured
report included an article by John R.
Godshalk titled “Do We Need Separate
Regulations for Advanced Therapies?”
The author reviews current guidance
documents and regulations for cell and
gene therapies, including what should
be contained within the chemistry,
manufacturing, and controls (CMC)
section of investigational new drug (IND)
applications. He concludes that gene
therapies do not need separate good
manufacturing practices (GMPs)
because such products already are
classified as biologics under the law.
Thus, they are covered under current
regulations. Godshalk highlights FDA
guidances specific to CMCs and
compares them with CMCs for biologics
in general. He also provides an
overview of facility considerations for
gene therapy manufacturing, including
single-use and closed systems and
cleanrooms.
The entire article can be found at
https://bioprocessintl.com/
manufacturing/emerging-therapeuticsmanufacturing/do-we-need-separateregulations-for-cell-and-gene-therapyproducts.
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